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Executive Summary
There are urgent social issues requiring action in Thunder Bay. Many people in the city are already taking action.
Several local organizations and planning tables have convened around these issues. However, there is a need to link
those taking action to one another more effectively, because they are dependent on one another for success. There is
also a need to better measure and communicate results, so that we can hold each other accountable for acting on the
plans that we make, and there is a need to engage other sectors of the community and the general public more
fully.This is why we need Thunder Bay Counts. This initiative has been designed to pull together, summarize and
share existing information about important local social issues, in order to identify a set of shared goals that resonate
with all residents of Thunder Bay. Thunder Bay Counts has worked with local organizations to develop a framework
that will allow Thunder Bay to track the progress of efforts to address pressing social issues.

Who is Involved
Thunder Bay Counts is currently funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation and managed by the United Way of
Thunder Bay, along with their collaborative partner, The Northwestern Ontario Innovation Centre. Thunder Bay
Count’s approach emphasizes ongoing engagement with community members. It is governed by a cross-sectoral Round
Table that has grown to include more than 50 members, representing government, funders, education, business, health,
social services, First Nations, and other key sectors.The project team includes a coordinator, based at United Way, as
well as staff from the Northwestern Ontario Innovation Centre and Taylor Newberry Consulting. These groups, along
with representatives from the City of Thunder Bay and the community, make up a steering committee that manages
the project. Working groups that include local planning tables, funders, and researchers have also been formed.

How the Shared Agenda for Change was developed
Over the last year, Thunder Bay Counts has worked to develop a Shared Agenda for Change and to identify a set of
high level community indicators that can be used to track change over time. This work has included extensive research
and community consultation. Specifically, the initiative:





Conducted two community surveys, the largest
completed by more than 325 people
Held three public community forums
Convened working groups around four priority
social issues
Facilitated several meetings of local strategy
leads and local funders





Identified and reviewed more than 40 local
research reports and planning documents
Interviewed local planners, advocates and
researchers
Met with community members in small groups

What the Shared Agenda for Change Includes
The Shared Agenda for Change is a set of statements about key things that need to change in Thunder Bay in order
to address social issues that are important to the people who live here. It is shared, because it draws ideas and
language from existing local reports and planning groups and because it is based on extensive consultation with
residents. The shared community goals that Thunder Bay Counts takes as its focus are intended to be positive in tone,
measurable, and meaningful to people from various sectors of the community. The goals all connect to a vision of
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Thunder Bay as a compassionate community where people thrive, know they belong, and are hopeful for the
future.
The three community goals are:




An Inclusive, Connected Community
A Community Free from the Effects of Poverty
A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy

The Shared Agendafor Change also identifies prioritiesfor action. These are areas where Thunder Bay needs to take
action in order to make progress on the community goals. The priorities are:






Neighbourhoods are strong, safe and welcoming
Local institutions and organizations are inclusive
and welcoming
Diversity is valued. Racism and other forms of
discrimination are not accepted
Transportation is efficient, affordable and
accessible
Services and supports (including those for mental
health and addictions) are accessible






All residents have regular access to adequate,
affordable, nutritious, safe and culturally
appropriate food in a way that maintains dignity
Housing that meets diverse community needs is
available, safe, accessible and affordable
Quality education, training and employment
support are available
Economic development is strong and the economy
is diverse

The Shared Agenda also includes benefits for people that will result from action in the goal areas. These are:





People are safe
People are engaged in community life and
people know they belong
People can get the help they need
People can get where they need to go





People have enough healthy food to eat
People are appropriately housed
People can get good jobs, start or grow successful
businesses

The community goals, priorities for action, and benefits for peopleare seen as interconnected. Some benefits for
people relate to more than one priority or goal.
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Part 1: Introduction and Overview
There are urgent social issues requiring action in Thunder Bay. People throughout the community know this, and they
take action in many ways, large and small, every day. There is a long history of community consultation, research, and
collaborative planning around these issues. Several local organizations and planning tables have convened around
issues such as poverty, food security, employment, addiction, and racism. These groups have conducted research,
developed plans for action and implemented those plans. The purpose of Thunder Bay Counts is not to re-create the
work of these groups. However, the consultations we have completed have shown us that there is a need to link the
efforts of planning tables to one another more effectively, because they are dependent on one another for success.
There is also a need to better measure and communicate results, so that we can hold each other accountable for
acting on the plans that we make, and so that community members can see that progress is being made. There is a
need to engage other sectors of the community and the general public more fully.This is why Thunder Bay Counts was
developed. This initiative has been designed to pull together, summarize and share existing information about
important local social issues, in order to identify a set of shared goals that resonate with all residents of Thunder Bay.
It has worked with local organizations to measure and report on the progress of efforts to address social issues and
realize shared aspirations.
This document provides an overview of the Shared Agenda for Change (or Shared Agenda) developed through
Thunder Bay Counts. The first section provides the rationale for the Shared Agenda and a summary of the process
used to develop it. The second section of the document explains each of the goals, priorities and benefits in
theShared Agenda for Change. A number of technical documents are also available for those interested in the
research that informed this Shared Agenda.

What is a Shared Agenda for Change?
The Shared Agenda for Change is a set of statements about key things that need to change in Thunder Bay in order
to address social issues that are important to the people who live here. It is shared, because it draws ideas and
language from existing local reports and planning groups and because it is based on extensive consultation with
residents. The language in the Shared Agenda is designed to resonate with people from all backgrounds and sectors
of the local economy. It is a Shared Agenda for Change because it is organized around three high level goals, and
also includes a number of more concrete and specific priorities for action and benefits for people.

The Approach
Thunder Bay Counts’ approach emphasizes ongoing engagement with community members. The initiative draws on
collective impact theory (Kania and Kramer, 2011), which is based on the idea that complex social issues are best
addressed when different sectors of a community work together, using an approach that includes five key elements.
The first of these elements is aShared Agenda for Change, which is broad enough to inform the work of different
kinds of organizations, but specific enough to allow for measurement of progress. Other elements include shared
approaches to measurement, and intensive ongoing communication between partners. This communication process
involves more than simple high level updates. It includes sharing in-depth information about the work, as well as data
on the outcomes each member is achieving and the next steps that are needed. Members of a collective impact
group develop a set of mutually reinforcing activitiesthat address the Shared Agenda in complementary ways, and
they invest in the kind of backbone support needed to support the other elements in an ongoing way.
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Thunder Bay Counts is not, itself, a fully-developed collective impact project. Round Table members have not
committed to using a shared measurement system, for example. However, Thunder Bay Counts is intended to set the
stage for collective impact work in Thunder Bay by developing a Shared Agenda for Change, identifying population
level indicators, and cultivating closer collaboration between Round Table members.
The Thunder Bay Counts approach also draws on the Harwood Institute’s approach to community engagement, which
emphasizes the importance of a Shared Agenda for Changethat is focused on positive, aspirational statements that
resonate across sectors. According to the Harwood model (Harwood, 2015), many collaborative groups undertake
ambitious projects without first taking the time to make sure that there is deep, cross-sectoral buy-in to the Shared
Agenda for Change and a strong sense of urgency around it. In any community, Harwood argues that people with
different kinds of expertise and different backgrounds will frame the community’s challenges and problems in
different ways. However, they are more likely to agree on hopes and aspirations for the community, especially if
they are expressed in personal terms using stories and examples. For Harwood, a strong agenda for change is more
than a list of outcomes: it is a compelling narrative that draws on the real experiences and perspectives of community
members as well as statistics and other research. By taking the time to engage community members in discussion
about these aspirations, Thunder Bay Counts has tried to develop a shared agenda that resonates with a wide range
of community members.

Who is Involved
Thunder Bay Counts is led by a cross-sectoral Round Table that has grown to include more than 50 members,
representing government, funders, business, health, emergency services, social services, First Nations, and other key
sectors.
The project team includes a project manager and a coordinator, based at United Way, as well as staff from the
Northwestern Ontario Innovation Centre. These groups, along with representatives from the City of Thunder Bay and
the community, make up a steering committee that manages the project. Taylor Newberry Consulting has been the
research lead for the initiative. Thunder Bay Counts has convened a number of working groups, including a table of
local strategy leads, a network of local funders and a data sharing table.

The Learning Journey
This report summarizes the results of two years of local research, consultation and planning.







Initiative Launch - Spring 2014: A large group of community leaders, including representatives from many
sectors, came together to form the Thunder Bay Counts Round Table.
Background Research - Summer 2014: Review of local research reports and community planning documents
led to the identification of a number of “common issues” – social issues that were mentioned frequently in local
reports. This list of issues was then used to formulate questions for a series of interviews with key informants.
Seeking Public Input -Fall of 2014: The list of common issues formed the basis of questions forapublic web
survey, completed by 325 local residents, as well as two public community forums and a series of small
meetings. This input led to the first draft of an aspirational statement about people’s hopes for Thunder Bay
and a preliminary list of shared goals.
Refining the Shared Goals -Winter 2015: The Round Table commissioned four working groups to refine the
shared goals. Local Community Strategy Leads and funders also provided input. A second web survey was
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conducted to seek feedback on draft goals. The most recent version of the Shared Agenda for Change,
presented in this report, includes threecommunity goals, as well as a number of priorities (areas where
Thunder Bay needs to take action in order to make progress on the community goals) and benefits for people
that will result from action in each goal area. This Agenda was reviewed and supported at a community
forum and Round Table meeting, both held in March 2015. The Shared Agenda for Change was presented
to City Council in April 2015.
Developing Indicators–Spring &Fall 2015: Through review of background research and consultation with
local experts, a proposed set of community-level indicators, drawn from data already available in the
community andsuitable for tracking progress on the Shared Agenda for Change was developed. After
feedback from Round Table members, the core list of indicators was largely finalized in Fall 2015 (although it
continues to evolve as new information is uncovered).
Promoting Communication and Action– Spring &Fall 2015: The Thunder BayCounts website, which provides
information on the Shared Agenda for Change, indicators, and local action related to the shared agenda,
was developed and launched.
Tracking Progress and Planning for the Future -Winter 2016: Thunder Bay Counts will release this Shared
Agenda for Changeand the first “tracking progress” report. Along term sustainability plan will be
implemented.

It is important to remember that this Shared Agenda for Change draws on information gathered between the summer
of 2014 and March of 2016. Much of the public input took place in the early months of the project. Social issues and
public perceptions change constantly, and so the themes presented in this report may need to be updated through
additional consultation in the future.

For More Information
This Shared Agenda for Change draws information from a number of technical reports, also completed as part of this
phase of the initiative. These reports include more information on the learning journey, as well as detailed links to
source material. Please consult the Thunder Bay Counts website for additional information.
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Overview of The Shared Agenda
Hopes and Aspirations
AShared Agenda for Change should be more than a set of measurable goals. It should be a compelling, positive
story that resonates with a wide range of people, expresses ideas that are seen as important and true, and inspires
action. Consequently, one of the key questions that was asked during our first wave of community consultations was
“What do you value about Thunder Bay?”
The first Thunder Bay Counts web survey was
Table 1: What People Value – Thunder Bay Counts Community
conducted in the fall of 2014. It was promoted
Survey
through a variety of local channels. A total of
What Do You Value About Living or Working
Frequency of Response
351 respondents, representing various sectors
in Thunder Bay?
(n=351)
and age groups, replied. A large number of
respondents told us that they value the natural
natural environment
171
small town feel
73
beauty of Thunder Bay (see Table 1). They
70
appreciate the scenery, the proximity to the bush, recreational and cultural activities/events
short commute times
65
the waterfront, the parks and other green areas
close proximity to family and friends
50
within the city itself. Some of the recreational
sense of community
46
opportunities people value are connected to the
friendly people
33
outdoors as well – they like that Thunder Bay is
population diversity
30
reasonable cost of living
25
close to great places for camping, fishing and
close
proximity
to
amenities
21
hiking. Survey respondents also told us that they
good access to services
19
appreciate the scale of the city – it is small
safety
16
enough to make commuting hassle-free and to
keep the cost of living down, but large enough to have a vibrant arts scene, a diverse population, and good access to
services and amenities. Friendliness, sense of community, and proximity to amenities were also important to many
survey respondents, suggesting that they value the social elements of life in Thunder Bay as well.
Figure 1: Words frequently used to describe What People Value about Thunder Bay – Thunder Bay Counts Community
Survey
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When asked about their hopes for the future,
survey respondents had many ideas. Table
2summarizes some of the most common
responses. People often said that they would
like to see a community that feels safer, where
people are more engaged and more respectful
of one another. They said they would like to see
less crime, less racism and less of other forms of
discrimination. Survey respondents told us they
would like to see less homelessness, less
addiction, and less poverty.
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Table 2: Hope for the Future – Thunder Bay Counts Community
Survey
If the Very Best Quality of Life Existed in Thunder
Bay, What Would be Happening?
increased feelings of safety
increased respect and kindness
decreased crime rate
reduced racism and other forms of discrimination
increased community engagement
increased employment rate
decreased homelessness
decreased substance abuse
increased number of affordable recreational and
cultural activities/events
improved infrastructure
increased access to affordable housing
decreased poverty
cleaner environment
increased wages
Increased food security
increased access to mental health and/or
addictions services
increased feelings of pride in the city
increased use of public transportation

Frequency of
Response (n=351)
79
75
75
73
58
42
37
36
34

Thunder Bay is a community that prides itself on
its natural beauty, its “small town feel,” and the
25
amenities it offers to residents. It offers a wide
25
range of recreational opportunities and a strong
24
sense of community. Thunder Bay aspires to be a
21
19
community with a vibrant economy, great
18
employment opportunities, and an active,
17
engaged population. It hopes to be a community
where all people feel safe and welcome, and
14
where all people can get the help they need
12
when they need it. Thunder Bay is not a
community that shies away from naming the challenges that it faces as it works towards these shared goals.

This input informed the overall purpose of Thunder Bay Counts. At the end of this phase of the work, the Round Table
approved an aspirational statement that is the focus point of this Shared Agenda for Change:

Thunder Bay is a compassionate community
where people thrive, know they belong,
and are hopeful for the future.

Shared Community Goals
The shared community goals that Thunder Bay Counts takes as its focus are intended to be positive in tone,
measurable, and meaningful to people from various sectors of the community.In the circlediagram on the next page,
the vision for Thunder Bay is in the middle of the circle. The three shared community goals are depicted in the outer
ring. They are:




An Inclusive, Connected Community
A Community Free from the Effects of Poverty
A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy
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Inside the community goal ring is a layer that lists priorities for action. These are areas where leaders in Thunder Bay
have already stated that action is needed in order to make progress on the community goals. Closer to the centre is
another ring that lists the benefits for people that will result from action in the goal area. The community goals,
priorities for action, and benefits for people are shown in a circle in order to reflect the fact that they are
interconnected, and that some ideas in one ring link to more than one idea in another ring. Note that some priorities
and benefits for people are placed near the boundary between different sections of the circle, in an effort to show
that they connect to more than one goal.
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Using the Shared Agenda for Change
The core purpose of the Shared Agenda is to enable collaborative planning by developing a shared understanding
of issues and making information about these issues widely available. When different groups working on specific
aspects of a complex social issue come to see their efforts as connected to a single, Shared Agenda for Change, the
potential exists for collective impact. Beyond this high level purpose, however, there are a number of concrete ways
in which this agenda can be used.

Tracking Progress at a Community Level
The “tracking progress” report is a companion to this report. It identifies a number of high level indicators that can be
used to keep track of how Thunder Bay Counts is doing with respect to the priorities for action and benefits for
people described in this report. Moving forward, Thunder Bay Counts has already begun exploring the development
of a new community survey; designed to gather additional community-level data that will help to fill gaps in our
understanding of progress, so that the next “tracking progress” report will be even more comprehensive and useful.

Facilitating Planning and Collaboration
Groups in Thunder Bay have developed a number of excellent planning and strategy documents focused on specific
issues like crime prevention, business development, poverty reduction or food security. Through our community forums,
we heard that residents of Thunder Bay are keen to get more involved, but have trouble knowing where to start. The
large number of different planning tables, studies and committees sometimes overwhelms them. Through our research
and consultation over the last 18 months, Thunder Bay Counts has identified some common themes that come up again
and again in community plans. The priorities and benefits identified in this Shared Agenda are an effort to articulate
and promote these common themes, using simple language.
Table 3 considers a sub-set of the Thunder Bay Counts priorities for action, and shows how they connect to key goals
in four different local planning documents. The table shows that most local plans include ideas that fall into more than
one of the three Shared Community Goals.
Table 4 highlights the ways in which the Thunder Bay Counts Benefits for People link to ideas in many different local
planning documents.
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Table 3: Examples that Illustrate Alignment between Local Planning Documents and selected Thunder Bay Counts
Priorities for Action
Selected Thunder Bay Counts
Priorities for Action

LHIN Heath Services
Blueprint

CEDC Strategic Action
Plan

Poverty Reduction
Strategy

City of Thunder Bay
Strategic Plan

Increase opportunities for
community dialogue and
engagement

Accountable with
transparent and open
decision making

Make racism and
discrimination
unacceptable in Thunder
Bay

Proud of its diversity
and unique culture

Promote enhanced
coordination and
partnership among health
providers
Increase non-market,
affordable, and social
housing stock

Leader in accessible
recreation and
services for all people

Promote living wages

Diversified with
friendly business
environment

An Inclusive, Connected Community
Local institutions are inclusive

Increased communication,
partnerships and
integration; Increased
accountability and
transparency

Diversity is valued.
Discrimination are not accepted

Attract First Nations
Students and nonThunder Bay residents
to our post-secondary
institutions.

A Community Free from the Effects of Poverty
Services and supports are
accessible

Improving the patient care
experience – right care,
right time, right place

Housing is available, safe,
accessible and affordable

Place to live with
appropriate housing
for all

A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy
Economic development is
strong.

Diversified business
environment that
(..)takes advantage of
new opportunities and
attracts new business.

NOTE: The examples in this table are quoted directly from each plan. However, they do not reflect the full scope of each
plan or all of the ways in which each plan aligns with the Thunder Bay Counts Priorities for Action.
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Table 4: Examples that Illustrate Alignment between Local Planning Documents and selected Thunder Bay Counts
Benefits for People
Thunder Bay Counts Priorities for Action

TB and Area Food
Strategy

An Inclusive, Connected Community
Support the
People are engaged in community
participation of
life and people know they belong
citizens in urban
agriculture activities.

People can get the help they need
People can get where they need to
go

Aboriginal Liaison
Strategy

Age Friendly City
Services

Improve
communication
between the
Corporation and
the Aboriginal
community.
Improve access to
services for the
Aboriginal community

Provide opportunities
for older adults to
feel that their opinions
and voices are being
heard.

Review public
transportation
planning to reflect the
reality that many
citizens use public
transit to obtain and
bring home food.

A Community Free from the Effects of Poverty
All community
People have enough healthy food
members have regular
to eat
access to adequate,

Support
a diverse and
sustainable forest and
freshwater foods
economy within the
region.

Inspire and influence
the evolution of
integrated urban
mobility that is
efficient, affordable,
and accessible.

Build a more just and
sustainable local food
system in Thunder Bay
that promotes social
justice and supports
local production,
storage, processing,
sale and distribution
of food.

affordable, nutritious,
safe and culturally
appropriate food in a
way that maintains
dignity.

A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy
People can start or grow successful
businesses

Better address the
provision of meeting
older adults’ health
care needs.
Make transit more
accessible,
affordable, and
convenient.

Earthcare
Sustainability Plan

Increase cultural
understanding and
acceptance within the
workplace.

NOTE: The examples in this table are quoted directly from each plan. However, they do not reflect the full scope of each
plan or all of the ways in which each plan aligns with the Thunder Bay Counts Benefits for People.

Already, some planning groups in Thunder Bay have begun to use the language of the Thunder Bay Counts Shared
Agenda for Change to highlight the ways in which their work “joins up” with other local initiatives and contributes to
change on issues that matter to the whole community. The Thunder Bay Counts website already includes a number of
examples of new local initiatives.

Building the Capacity of Community Organizations
Individual organizations in Thunder Bay may find the Shared Agenda for Change useful as they promote their work to
the broader community, seek out new volunteers, apply for funding or form new partnerships. Non-profits sometimes
struggle to explain their work to people who are less familiar with the social issues in Thunder Bay or the actions
needed to address those issues. When explaining the outcomes of their work, organizations may find it useful to
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draw on the language of the Shared Agenda for Change in order to explain the distinct contribution that they make
to advancing priorities and benefits that are already familiar to a wider audience.
Community organizations have limited resources. Although they are well positioned to see and understand the
challenges that Thunder Bay faces, they don’t always have the capacity to conduct community consultations or
implement the kinds of action that might make a real difference. The Shared Agenda for Change is designed to help
organizations find potential partners with an interest in the same kinds of outcomes. Ideally, it will help to link groups
from different sectors of the community, who have different kinds of skills and capacities.
Completing reports to funders is often a time consuming chore for community organizations. It can be especially
difficult when each funder uses different language and different criteria for reviewing applications. As the profile of
the Shared Agenda for Change grows, it may be a useful point of reference for discussions between funders and
community organizations as they work to better understand one another’s interests and needs.

Measuring Program Outcomes
Although the Shared Agenda for Change focuses on high-level community indicators, it is also a useful starting point
for the development of tools that could be used to track the outcomes of individual programs. In the coming months,
Thunder Bay Counts will be developing resources that community organizations could use for example, to gather
feedback from their participants about the ways in which a particular program has helped to create feelings of
inclusion, or enable people to overcome barriers to accessing services.
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Part 2: Understanding the Goals, Priorities and Benefits for People
Shared Community Goal: An Inclusive, Connected Community
We know that people who are connected to their community are healthier and happier. An inclusive community is one
where all people are respected and included regardless of race, age, ability, gender, sexual orientation or income.
A connected community is one where all people can get the help they need, find opportunities to contribute, or simply
get where they need to go.

Priorities for Action
In order to have an inclusive, connected community, Thunder Bay Counts has identified priorities for action. They focus
on strong, welcoming neighbourhoods; welcoming institutions; and an end to racism. Although these priorities align
strongly with the “Inclusive, Connected Community” goal, we know that they also help to advance the other two goals
explored later in this Agenda.

Neighbourhoods are strong, safe and welcoming
How it will help: People are more likely to feel connected to Thunder Bay as a whole when they feel connected to
the neighbourhood where they live. Neighbourhoods are the places where children play and make friends, and where
people can help one another in simple, informal ways. They are the places where newcomers to Thunder Bay are
welcomed and learn about their new community. Neighbourhoods are where the people of Thunder Bay most need to
feel safe and secure. Unfortunately, neighbourhoods aren’t always as welcoming as they should be. They can be the
places where people experience isolation, exclusion, or discrimination most acutely. Building stronger, safer, and more
welcoming neighbourhoods is one important way to create a community that is inclusive and connected. The
Community Safety and Crime Prevention Strategy (Thunder Bay Crime Prevention Council, 2011) recommends a
number of actions to support strong neighbourhoods. The City of Thunder Bay Strategic Plan (2015) includes a
commitment to become a “unified city of strong, active, vibrant neighbourhoods.”

Local institutions and organizations are inclusive and welcoming
How it will help: An inclusive community is one where large organizations like municipal government, school boards
and health care providers make it easy for people to get involved with their work, provide feedback, or share their
suggestions. Having a meaningful voice in the affairs of government and other public institutions is an important
element of inclusion. In order to be an inclusive community, Thunder Bay needs to be a place where organizations
reach out to their clients and potential clients, as well as family members, volunteers and community residents. The
City of Thunder Bay Strategic Plan (2015) includes a commitment to become a “leader in accessible recreation and
services for all people” and a commitment to be “accountable with transparent and open decision making.”

Diversity is valued. Racism and other forms of discrimination are not accepted
How it will help: When racism and other forms of discrimination exist, it is impossible to create a community that is
truly inclusive. Local research, such as the City of Thunder Bay 2015 Citizen Satisfaction Survey, makes it clear that
residents of Thunder Bay see racism as a serious problem. The Poverty Reduction Strategy (Lakehead Social Planning
Council, 2013) identifies “making racism and discrimination unacceptable in Thunder Bay” as a commitment.
Discrimination can arise when accessing services, when seeking work or other opportunities for advancement, or
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through hateful speech. According to local leaders, the antidotes to racism and discrimination in Thunder Bay include
things like valuing and celebrating diversity, and teaching youth about culture. Working on the root causes of racism
and discrimination at a systemic level is also important. For example, changing perceptions about the causes of crime
in order to address the “criminalization of racialized poverty” is a focus of the Community Safety and Crime
Prevention Strategy (Thunder Bay Crime Prevention Council, 2011).
While many groups experience discrimination, Thunder Bay’s Anti-racism and Respect Advisory Committee
acknowledges the need for a distinct approach to anti-racism measures for Aboriginal peoples. At a deeper level,
many local people believe that a philosophy of reconciliation has to reshape the interaction between Aboriginal
people and others before racism can be eliminated. The City of Thunder Bay Aboriginal Liaison Strategy
(MAAMAWE City of Thunder Bay Aboriginal Liaison, 2012) presents a comprehensive strategy for improving the
wellbeing of Thunder Bay’s aboriginal communities.

Transportation is efficient, affordable and accessible
How it will help: In order for Thunder Bay to be inclusive and connected, people need to be able to move through
the community easily. Mobility is also important when it comes to building social connections, accessing healthy food,
and getting exercise. Local studies have found that it isn’t always easy for youth, seniors, people with disabilities, or
people living with low incomes to get where they need to go. Improving transportation includes creating more
walkable communities, improving bike paths, improving transit, and bringing services closer to where people live. It
also involves people informally helping each other get around. The City of Thunder Bay Strategic Plan (2015)
includes a commitment to become “better connected [through] integrated mobility choices.” Thunder Bay’s Active
Transportation Plan highlights the connections between transportation, health and safety in its’ Vision Statement:
“Thunder Bay is a healthy, accessible, environmentally sustainable community, where active transportation is a key
component of a safe, innovative, integrated transportation system that links where we all live, work and play.”

Benefits for People
When a community is inclusive and connected, people benefit in a number of ways. They are safe, they are
engaged, they can get the help they need, and they can get where they need to go. In this section, we review each
of these benefits.

People are safe
What it means:An Inclusive, Connected Community is one that is safe. Crime rates and related statistics (such as police
calls for service and clearance rates) track one element of safety. However, safety also means freedom from
harassment and the knowledge that one will be treated with respect regardless of race, culture, age, gender, sexual
orientation or ability. A community that is safe is a community where people feel safe and secure in their homes and
also feel safe while moving through their neighbourhood and the city as a whole.
Why it matters:We know that safety is important to the people of Thunder Bay. The City of Thunder Bay Strategic
Plan (2015) includes a commitment to become a community that is “safe, welcoming and inclusive.” The Community
Safety and Crime Prevention Strategy identifies one of its core principles as the belief that “everyone has
responsibility for making the city safe and welcoming” ((Thunder Bay Crime Prevention Council, 2011).Many other
local planning documents, includingAge Friendly Thunder Bay (2015), The Thunder Bay Drug Strategy (2014)and the
Thunder Bay and District Poverty Reduction Strategy (2013),make references to safety, crime and helping people to
feel safe.
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Why Safety Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“We need to start feeling safe walking our streets again.”
“With regard to hoping to be a community that people feel safe and welcomed in, I think it gives us
something to strive for, and something that we need to improve upon in our City. It also gives an opportunity
to set tangible goals surrounding this hope, and find ways to take steps to make it happen.”
“I would see safe places for our children to play. I would not see people openly drinking and doing drugs /
alcohol in public places. I wouldn’t read about people being stabbed or beat up. I believe that people would
feel safer to use the parks and streets and play areas for children. A safe community is a happy one.”

People are engaged in community life and people know that they belong
What it means: Sense of connection to community is a feeling that people in one’s community matter to one another,
and that they will help one another to succeed. Belonging is a social determinant of health. It can be expressed in
many ways, through volunteering, charitable donations, participation in cultural events, or walks in the local park.
Building stronger, safer, and more welcoming neighbourhoods is one important way to create a community that is
inclusive and connected. Many people do feel they belong in Thunder Bay, and they express this sense of belonging
in a variety of ways. However, there are people who are excluded.Research suggests that seniors in Thunder Bay
feel a stronger sense of belonging than young adults. We also know that a number of groups, including Aboriginal
people, people living with low incomes, people with disabilities and people dealing with challenges related to
addictions and mental health, face barriers when it comes to employment, housing, transportation and access to
services. These factors get in the way of belonging. People cannot know that they belong when racism exists, or
when they are discriminated against on the basis of other issues, such as ability, sexual orientation, gender identity, or
age.
Why it matters: Several local planning documents highlight the importance of engagement and belonging. The
Thunder Bay and District Health Unit’s Pathways to Healthy Communities report, for example, identifies “All citizens
are included and connected to their community” as one of four key results (2011). The Age Friendly City Services
Action Plan (City of Thunder Bay, 2015) includes goals related to respect and social inclusion, social participation and
recreation, and civic participation. Goals and recommendations reflecting this benefit have been mentioned in a
number of other local action plans. They focus on belonging for groups including youth, Aboriginal people, and
people with disabilities. Racism remains a serious problem in Thunder Bay, as is acknowledged in responses to the
City’s Citizen Satisfaction survey (2015).
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Why Belonging Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“Connecting those who are marginalized to community events to improve their sense of belonging to the
community - e.g. homeless, new arrivals (immigrants + from remote First Nations communities), frail elderly (or
those who are homebound), individuals with physical or developmental disabilities. Maximizing participation in all
that Thunder Bay has to offer. Facilitating opportunities for interaction with one another by targeting specific
neighbourhoods - block parties, neighbour meet n' greets.”
“The more people model respect and celebration of cultural diversity the more equality and inclusion naturally
improve.”

People can get the help they need
What it means: In order to create an Inclusive Connected Community, and a Community Free from the Effects of
Poverty, Thunder Bay needs to make sure that services and supports are accessible. However, people in Thunder Bay
sometimes struggle to get the help they need. For example, access to family doctors isn’t as easy in Thunder Bay, and
wait times for Community Care Access Centre services have recently risen. We know from the Thunder Bay Counts
community survey and from public meetings that people are concerned about lack of services, long wait lists, narrow
eligibility criteria, or lack of information about where to go for help. Sometimes, they don’t feel comfortable
accessing help, due to discrimination or lack of cultural understanding.
Why it matters: Many local planning documents have flagged the need to get better at helping people get the help
they need. The North West Local Health Integration Network(LHIN) Integrated Services Plan (2013) sets “improving
access to care” and “building an integrated health care system” as key priorities. The Community Action Strategy to
Reduce Poverty (Lakehead Social Planning Council, 2013)recommends the development of integrated and transitional
services, particularly for those with mental illness and/or concurrent disorders. The City of Thunder Bay Aboriginal
Liaison Strategy (MAAMAWE City of Thunder Bay Aboriginal Liaison, 2012) calls for local service providers to
improve access for the Aboriginal community and to provide programs that reflect Aboriginal interests. A
number of other local reports, including the Thunder Bay Drug Strategy (2014), Pathways to Healthy Communities
(2011) and the report on Street Involved Youth(The Childrens’ Aid Society of the District of Thunder Bay,
2011)have also prioritized improving access to services.
Why Access to Help Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“Thunder Bay hopes to be a community where all people feel safe and welcome, and where all people can get the
help they need when they need it. Thunder Bay hopes to be a community that celebrates diversity and brings
diverse people together in a spirit of trust and collaboration…This is where we need to be. Working together,
despite our differences. Helping each other, especially those who need it. If we don't do this, then we will only
stay the same.”
“Substance abuse is a big issue here. And it is difficult for addicts to get into rehab. I think that is a big issue. And
a lot of the time mental illness is part of the reason for the addiction.”
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People can get where they need to go
What it means: An Inclusive, Connected Community is one where people can move around freely. It is difficult to find
work, care for your children, access services, or participate in community events if you can’t access transportation.
Easy access to affordable public transportation that serves all residents, including seniors and people with disabilities,
is important. Streets and neighbourhoods that are designed to encourage walking and cycling are important too.
Communities that are designed to be bike-friendly and walkable bring shops and supports closer to the
neighbourhoods where people live. They promote physical health, and they make the community more accessible to
people who have physical disabilities. They improve safety and air quality and they make it possible to use low-cost
methods of transportation.
Why it matters:The Age Friendly City Services Action Plan (City of Thunder Bay, 2015) found that transit for low
income older adults was not affordable and some bus stops were not accessible due to poor snow removal or nonintegration with the sidewalk system. The Community Action Plan to Reduce Poverty(Lakehead Social Planning Council,
2013)recommends that transportation affordability and accessibility be improved and this is echoed in a number of
local reports, including the EarthCare Sustainability Plan (2014).
Community members have cited transportation as an important issue. If the public transportation system and walking
trails/sidewalks were improved, many people believe that they would be less reliant on personal vehicles. Having
reliable transportation systems was also cited as important because it helps individuals to access additional services
and employment.

Why Getting Around Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“Not having a car makes it very difficult to live in this city. I find that some of the places I have to go to for
appointments in the city are not accessible on the transportation network, and the time to get to some other
places is too long.”
“Transportation is important for several reasons. It would help those who need it, those who are handicapped
and it could help the environment if it was easier to use. The public system is not attractive enough for those who
can and do drive. Why would I use a bus to get across town if it takes an hour?”
“Improve infrastructure to encourage more active outdoor urban use, year round. Examples: - better
implementation of bike lanes and active transportation corridors.”
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Shared Community Goal: A Community Free from the Effects of Poverty
The second Shared Community Goal is focused on poverty; a cross cutting issue that is an underlying cause of many of
the challenges discussed in this document. Poverty is not just about income. Poverty is about inequality and exclusion.
New Canadians, lone-parent families, youth, Aboriginal peoples, women, racialized peoples, and individuals with
mental health issues and disabilities are more likely to live in poverty. We know that those who live with low incomes
experience discrimination and social isolation and are at greater risk for various health issues.
This Shared Agenda for Change identifies four priorities for action (access to food, availability of housing, access to
services and transportation) and two specific benefits for people(food security and housing) related to issues facing
people living in poverty. However, many of the priorities and benefits listed in other sections of this document are
also related to poverty. For example, one of the benefits for people listed in this Agenda under the Prosperous,
Vibrant Economy Goal is “people can get good jobs.” The Thunder Bay and District Poverty Reduction Strategy
(Lakehead Social Planning Council, 2013) promotes the establishment of living wages as a key strategy to address
poverty. All four of the benefits for people listed under the Inclusive, Connected Community goal are also mentioned
in the Poverty Reduction Strategy.

Why Addressing Poverty Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“(if the best quality of life existed in Thunder Bay), there would be more green jobs with living wages. There
would be adequate and affordable housing for the poor. Ontario Works rates would be high enough to help
people… There would be value placed on the futures of our Aboriginal youth. Disabled people would be
employed. There would be less crime. The soup kitchens and food banks would be community gardens,
employing clients, running market garden businesses and catering companies…”
“It is not manageable to live in Thunder Bay, unless you own your home. Rent is outrageous. Employment
opportunities aren't great; we need bigger companies that pay better wages to come into the city.”
“Poverty is important - but truth is not all people can work and work is not often the underlying problem of
poverty - there are many working poor people who are working very hard and are living in poverty ... the
issue is really wages and costs of living .... More low end jobs is not the answer.”

Priorities for Action
In order to have a community that is free from the effects of poverty, Thunder Bay Counts has identified a number of
priorities for action. More accessible services and supports, improved food security, a continuum of housing options,
and accessible transportation options are explored here. You may notice that some of these priorities overlap with
benefits for people discussed in this goal section and the last. This is a reflection of the interconnectedness of social
issues in Thunder Bay. While the “benefits” sections focus on positive changes that will result from action in Thunder
Bay, these priorities try to focus on action that should be taken at a systems or community level in order to realize
these benefits.

Services and supports (including those for mental health and addictions) are accessible
How it will help: In order to create a community free from the effects of poverty, Thunder Bay needs to make sure
that services and supports are accessible. People who live in poverty often face complex challenges, and they need
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support to move towards their goals. However, people in Thunder Bay sometimes struggle to get this kind of help,
due to lack of services, long wait lists, narrow eligibility criteria, or lack of information about where to go for help.
Sometimes, they don’t feel comfortable accessing help, due to discrimination or lack of cultural understanding.
Although this challenge exists in various areas, services for people with mental health issues and addictions are of
particular concern to many people in Thunder Bay. Lack of support can leave people using unhealthy strategies to
cope with their challenges. Under One Roof (The District of Thunder Bay Social Services Administration Board
(TBDSSAB) Housing and Homelessness Plan) (2014) presents a number of ideas to improve service access and
integration. For example, it recommends collaboration with the North West Local health Integration Network (LHIN)
on an aging in place plan, encouraging First Nations organizations and other community organizations to provide
service at TBDSSAB locations, and the creation of a tenant handbook. The Thunder Bay Regional Health Sciences
Centre (2014) sets improving collaboration throughout the continuum of care as a goal for its mental health and
addictions work.

All residents have regular access to adequate, affordable, nutritious, safe and culturally
appropriate food in a way that maintains dignity
How it will help: In order to create a Community Free from the Effects of Poverty, the Thunder Bay and Area Food
Strategy (2014) has called for an approach that moves past a crisis response to taking on the underlying cause of
food insecurity, which is poverty. Improving access to housing, transportation, and other services and supports is also
crucial for making progress in this area. Since access to food is tied to the whole system of how food is produced,
processed, distributed, sold, consumed and disposed of, the Food Strategy also proposes growing the number of food
producers, increasing the use of local food, building food skills, strengthening food-related programming, improving
neighbourhood level infrastructure (such as introducing small-scale markets), supporting urban agriculture, and taking
strides to reduce food waste.

Housing that meets diverse community needs is available, safe, accessible and affordable
How it will help: According to local leaders consulted for this project, progress on the housing issue in Thunder Bay
requires action on many fronts, in order to create a range of housing options capable of meeting the needs of a
diverse population. For example, Under One Roof: The TBDSSAB Housing and Homelessness Plan (2014) advocates
for policy changes, enhanced rent geared to income housing, new strategies to address homelessness, and a number
of other strategies. The Community Action Plan to Reduce Poverty recommends developing short, medium, and longterm solutions to homelessness (Lakehead Social Planning Council, 2013).

Transportation is efficient, affordable and accessible
How it will help: This priority for action, already mentioned in the last section, is also closely connected to addressing
poverty, since people living with low incomes are among the most likely to face transportation challenges. The
Community Action Plan to Reduce Poverty calls for improvements in transportation accessibility and affordability
(Lakehead Social Planning Council, 2013).

Benefits for People
When a community is free from the effects of poverty, people benefit in a number of ways. For example, they have
enough healthy food to eat and they are appropriately housed. These two benefits are discussed below. As
mentioned earlier, all of the benefits explored in the last section, including community engagement or belonging and
access to services, are also related to poverty. That is why the Shared Agenda for Change is presented as a wheel.
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People have enough healthy food to eat
What it means: In order to create a Community Free from the Effects of Poverty, Thunder Bay needs to make sure
that people have access to adequate, affordable, nutritious, safe and culturally appropriate food in a way that
maintains dignity. Action in this area was flagged as a priority in the last section. People who live in poverty often
don’t get enough healthy food to eat, and this can lead to a wide range of problems with physical and mental
health.This is especially true for children who live with low incomes.
Why it matters: The Thunder Bay and Area Food Strategy (2014)has flagged food security for people living with low
incomes as a key area of concern, under its “food access” pillar.The other pillars in the plan, which are designed to
develop a food system that is accessible to everyone, include food infrastructure, food procurement, food production,
school food environment, urban agriculture, and forest & freshwater foods. Other local reports, including the
Pathways to Healthy Communities report (2011), the Snapshot of Teen Health in Thunder Bay (Thunder Bay District
Health Unit, Thunder Bay Regional Health Sciences Centre and Propel Centre for Population Health Impact,
2011)and the Community Action Strategy to Reduce Poverty (2013) call for action on food security.
Why Food Security Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“Food Security seems to be rearing its ugly head more and more. Trusted sources aren't trustworthy like they
used to be. Promoting local farms/farmers and products like with the country market at the CLE is a great
start.”
“Food security is an important issue. I would like to add to this, local food as well. By having local foods and
secure food, the people would be healthier.”

People are appropriately housed
What it means: As mentioned in the “priorities” section, above, Thunder Bay needs to create a continuum of housing
options that meet the needs of all residents, including people with disabilities, youth, seniors, people living with
addictions or mental illnesses, Aboriginal people from northern communities, and other groups.If these actions can be
taken at a systems level, people living in poverty will be appropriately housed.
Why it matters: Lack of adequate, affordable and accessible housing is a challenge that many in Thunder Bay have
identified. The City of Thunder Bay Strategic Plan (2015) includes a commitment to become “a place to live with
appropriate housing for all,”andthe Thunder Bay Drug Strategy (2014) sets safe, appropriate and affordable
housing for all one of its key results. Under One Roof: The TBDSSAB Housing and Homelessness Plan (2014) explains
the importance of this benefit in depth.
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Why Appropriate Housing Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“Lack of housing is one of the key issues facing this city, province and country. Affordable housing impacts
all aspects of life including social, health and economic factors. We need a variety of housing options in
Thunder Bay and the concentration on building single family dwellings rather than apartments, townhouses
etc. continues to drive up costs and narrow options for all city residents.”
“This goal resonates with me because I believe that all people who live in Thunder Bay should have access to
safe and affordable housing regardless of their situation in life. The vacancy rate in Thunder Bay is currently
much too low for many people to find housing. As a young professional, when I moved to Thunder Bay I
had to live at a friend’s house for more than 5 months before I found appropriate housing. I do not know
what I would have done if I had nowhere else to go. This is a major issue affecting Thunder Bay.”
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Community Goal: A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy
In order to be a strong community, Thunder Bay needs an economy that creates good quality jobs for residents. Local
programs that support job seekers need to understand the labour needs of local businesses. They need to anticipate
and prepare for future opportunities. A prosperous economy also supports new businesses that work in various sectors
and create opportunities for workers in creative ways.

Shared Priorities for Action
In order to have A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy, Thunder Bay has identified the following priorities for action.

Quality education, training and employment support are available
How it will help: In Thunder Bay, local residents aren’t always qualified for the job opportunities that do exist.
Students sometimes need support as they transition into the working world. Workers and employers sometimes need
support to make sure that job placements are sustained and successful, so that workers have good quality of working
life and can move into better jobs over time. The Thunder Bay Community Economic Development Commission’s (CEDC)
Strategic Action Plan (Thunder Bay Community Economic Development Commission, 2014) sets out a number of goals
related to workforce development. They call for development of a highly educated workforce, and for a “complete
network of transportation, energy, communications, social and learning infrastructure to support strong, vibrant
communities.” The Thunder Bay and District Poverty Reduction Strategy (Lakehead Social Planning Council, 2013)
recommends collaborative approaches to employment training. Employers may need support to understand the
cultural context of their workers. The City of Thunder Bay Aboriginal Liaison Strategy (MAAMAWE City of Thunder
Bay Aboriginal Liaison, 2012)and the CEDC both call for increased cultural understanding and acceptance in the
workplace and the promotion of employment opportunities through aboriginal communities.

Economic development is strong and the economy is diverse
How it will help: In order to have A Prosperous, Vibrant Economy, Thunder Bay needs diverse economic development.
The Thunder Bay Community Economic Development Commission’s Strategic Action Plan (Thunder Bay Community
Economic Development Commission, 2014) presents a comprehensive plan designed to create “a highly productive
region, with a diverse, globally competitive economy that offers a range of career opportunities for all residents.” It
identifies business opportunities in different sectors of the economy. Recently, Thunder Bay Ventures produced an
economic activity index for the city (2014). It identified a rebound in manufacturing jobs since the economic downturn.
Although economic growth in Thunder Bay has not been as strong as the provincial average, it is moving in a positive
direction. The Thunder Bay and District Poverty Reduction Strategy (Lakehead Social Planning Council, 2013) points
out that economic development needs to take place in a way that benefits all. It identifies a number of
recommendations to promote income and community economic development, including promotion of living wages,
creation of cooperatives and social enterprises, and improvement of access to social assistance and earned income
opportunities. The Thunder Bay and Area Food Strategy (2014) calls for the development and support of businesses
that can promote the cultivation, distribution and consumption of local food. The Age Friendly City Services Action
Plan (City of Thunder Bay, 2015) recommends that employment and volunteer opportunities within the City be made
accessible to people of varying abilities.
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Benefits for People
When a community has a prosperous economy, people benefit because they can get jobs or start businesses. We
explore this benefit below. Of course, many of the benefits explored in the last two sections are also much more
accessible once a person has a good job.

People can get good jobs
What it means:A Prosperous Vibrant Economy means that there are good quality employment prospects for local
residents. Jobs that are full-time, pay a living wage, and include benefits are jobs that help people to prosper.
Why it matters: The Thunder Bay and District Poverty Reduction Strategy (Lakehead Social Planning Council,
2013)calls for the development of businesses that pay a living wage and provide a high quality working life. Other
local plans have also flagged employment as an area for action. Examples include The City of Thunder Bay
Aboriginal Liaison Strategy (MAAMAWE City of Thunder Bay Aboriginal Liaison, 2012), and the Thunder Bay
Community Economic Development Commission (2014). A recent survey of local employers, conducted by the North
Superior Workforce Planning Board (NSWPB), found that 66% of employers assessed the local availability of
qualified workers as fair or poor.

People can start or grow successful businesses
What it Means:When people can start new businesses in Thunder Bay, this helps to diversify the economy and to
create new jobs.
Why it Matters:The City of Thunder Bay Strategic Plan (2015) includes a commitment to become “diversified with a
friendly business environment.” The Thunder Bay Community Economic Development Commission Strategic Action Plan
(2014) mandates providing stability and early stage growth support to existing small businesses, as well as working
collectively with partners in Thunder Bay to support and encourage small business and entrepreneurship.

Why Employment Matters: Thunder Bay Counts Survey Respondents
“Our city needs to find jobs that will provide the young, old, undereducated and educated with a job that
provides them a sense of dignity and self-worth....we turn away many business opportunities, turn down
businesses that need help when they could provide employment....we have to open our minds to change and
accept it and start looking at all opportunities to bring employment to our city for everyone.”
“We would have better paying jobs in town where it keeps families together vs 2 weeks in and out.”
“There would be more jobs for everyone. Anyone who wants to work can.”
“There would be lots of entry level jobs so young educated people didn't have to leave to build their careers.”
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Conclusions
The key idea behind a Shared Agenda for Change is that change is possible when many different groups align their
efforts around a single, simple, important set of goals. The many people, who participated in consultations as part of
Thunder Bay Counts shared a commitment to creating a compassionate community where people thrive, know they
belong, and are hopeful for the future.
It is important to remember that this Shared Agenda for Change is not designed to align with a single theoretical
model, such as the Social Determinants of Health or the domains of the Canadian Index of Wellbeing (although it
draws on ideas from frameworks like these). Instead, it is designed to reflect the priorities and benefits that people in
Thunder Bay have identified for themselves, repeatedly and in various contexts. The Shared Agenda is presented in
the language that they tend to use. The core purpose of this Shared Agenda for Change is to refine and strengthen
this shared vision over time and to share it as widely as possible, in the hopes that it can become an ongoing meeting
place for ideas and for people – a shared language for conversations about change.
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